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 Vocabulary  

A. 

 

Fill in the blanks based on pictures.  

 

 

 

 1-My uncle went to his friend and.........................him. 

2-When she wrote something on the wall, her father...................at her. 

3-Some people are hard of................. .We should speak louder to them. 

4-IRI.................for Islamic Republic of Iran. 

 (2) 

B. Match the words with definitions.(one is extra) 

                                                                                                             (   ) a. tell somebody that 

                                                                                                                   something is good      

 5. I asked my mother to forgive me for breaking the vase.     (  ) b. have something inside 

6. He always speaks slowly and calmly.                                        (  ) c. to stop being angry 

7. The teacher recommended a learner's dictionary for me.     

 8. We'll need to arrange the chairs around the table.           (  ) d. organize and put in order 

                                                                                                          (  ) e. in a quiet way 

 (2) 

C. Fill in the blank with the given words. (one is extra) 

introduction/magnifying/inspiration/regarded/attempt 

9. We read the smallest holy Quran in the museum with ……....…… glass. 

 11. Hafez is known as a/an ……………. for many poet and authors around the world. 

 11. The …………….… of the book is available in PDF in our website. 

12. The first………….to climb Everest ended in failure. 

 (2) 

D. Choose the odd one out.  

13. a. physician          b. medicine             c. doctor             d. diary  

14. a. elementary      b. technical              c. advanced       d. intermediate 

(1.5) 
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E. Choose the best answer 

15. Well, I invited him, but he was not …………… because he has a very difficult exam 
tomorrow. 

 a. agreement        b. willing                  c. regard              d. ordinary 

 16. I………… those who are grateful to elderly people. 

 a. appreciate         b. bring up             c. replace             d. hate 

 17. In each society, the government should …... respond to the needs of the poor.  

 a. rarely                b. suddenly              c. calmly              d. effectively 

 18. A person who changes from one language to another one is called a/an…………. 

 a. creator            b. inventor                  c. discover           d. translator 

(2) 

 Grammar  

F. Use the correct verb form 

19. Most of the houses in this area ……………….. recently. ( build ) 

 21. Your friends ……………….. English in the classroom , did they? ( speak )  

 21. A : "Do you want to type the letter yourself ? " 

 B : " No, it …………………. by the typist two hours ago. " ( type ) 

22.He never…………………. about the problems he used to have in his life ,dose he?(think) 

(2) 

G. Choose the correct option.  

23. Penicillin ……………….. by Alexander Fleming in 1928. 

 a. discovered          b. has discovered            c. is discovered           d. was discovered 

24. He’s writing an email, ………………..? 

 a. has he                b. isn’t he                           c. hasn’t he                  d. is he  

25. These clothes ………... for daily use so you ……… them wherever you want. 

 a. are designed-can wear                    b. design-should be worn 

 c. is designed-must wear                     d. designed-might be worn 

26. The new coach who has gained good results supposed that our team is the best, .……? 

a. did he                  b. is it                                  c. didn’t he                    d. isn’t it 

(2) 

H. Put words in  correct order and make sentences 

27. they/did/contract/sign/the/? 

Active:…………………………………………………………………..?  

Passive:………………………………………………………………….? 

(3) 
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28. he / physician / has / been / known/ how / as / distinguished / a / long / ? /  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Writing  

i. Find the mistakes and correct them. 

        mistake       correct 

29. We went to the bookstore, or bought a bilingual dictionary.           ................     .................. 

31. Martin is pretty good at writing, for Jack is better.                                  .............   ................. 

31. You have just two choices: wash the dishes, so do your homework.   ……………    ……………… 

32. My sister doesn't like fast food, but she doesn't eat any.                       .............      ….... ...... 

(2) 

j. Identify the type of each sentence and choose the correct one 

33. The school master told me to visit him and the teacher in his office.  Simple     Compound  

34. They were so happy for the results, but we were quite sad.      Simple   Compound  

(1) 

k. Complete the sentences 

35. I like swimming ,but ……………………….………………………………………….. 

36. The book was expensive, so ………………………………………………………… 

(1) 

 Reading comprehension  

l. Cloze test : 

   A dictionary is a book which explains the meanings of words and expressions. There are 
several types of dictionaries ……37……… general dictionaries, Learner's dictionaries , 
picture dictionaries ,etc. Dictionaries which explain what words mean give a ……38……. 
definition of  them. A good dictionary also gives more information about words. For 
……39…….., it explains  how they are pronounced. Usually the International Phonetic 
Alphabet is used for this ….41… . 

37. a) such as                    b) like                    c) including                d) all a, b, c 

38. a) probable                 b) clear                  c) compiled                d) religious 

39. a) inspiration              b) section              c) instance                  d) ethics 

41. a) origin                       b) purpose            c) failure                     d) present 

 

 

 

 

(2) 
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m. Passage: 

Pablo Picasso was a distinguished artist. He was born in Spain on October2581881.His 
father was a painter and art teacher. He helped his son to improve his artistic ability. 
When Picasso was 11 years old, his family moved to Barcelona, Spain where Picasso took 
an exam to attend a popular Art school. The exam was going to take one month, however 
it was very surprising that Picasso finished it in one day. 

    A few years later, he went to another school in Madrid. He was bored with the old                       
Teachings of Art School , and he did not want to paint like people  hundreds  of  years  
ago. He really wanted to create something new. He moved to Paris where he worked as  
an artist and created his wonderful drawings. During  this time, he created his famous 
Blue period works. In 1917, Picasso painted a painting that is known as the first painting  
in the modern movement . Artists from all over the world travelled there to see this 
painting. 

     In 1917 , Picasso began to experiment with a new style of painting . He is well-known  

for creating the Cubism Style. One of the most interesting things about Picasso is that he  

was the first artist  to  be famous during his own lifetime. He  was  one  of  the  most 
important artist of the 21th century. He died on April 881973.  

41. Picasso was a famous French artist during the 18th century. 

a. True                 b. False  

42. Picasso was also very skillful in painting when he was young. 

a.   True                 b. False 

43. The underlined word “He” in the second line refers to ………….. 

1) Picasso               2)his son                   3)Picasso’s father               4)the teacher  

44. It took ……… for Picasso to finish his exam to attend the Art school in Barcelona. 

1) a few years            2) more than a day       3)only one month    4)  on day      

45.Artists from everywhere in the ……..came to Paris to see Picasso’ first in modern Art. 

46. Picasso is famous for ………….. the Cubism Style. 

 

   

(2.5) 

 The word impossible itself shows everything is possible 

“i’m possible” 

(24) 

 


